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ELEVATOR PITCH:
The updated Spitfire™ HD Gen II prism scopes offer ultra-fast target acquisition while still being usable even without illumination. The prism 
design and etched reticle solve the distortion problems for users plagued by astigmatism. The updated optical design provides improved 
resolution, and cuts chromatic aberration, and the streamlined look and flush mount turret design makes for a smaller, lighter, and faster 
optic. With the new mounting system, you are no longer limited to just one mounting height. 

WHY DID WE MAKE THIS SCOPE?
The original Spitfire™ has been a successful part of the Vortex® line. We wanted to bring many of the advancements in technology that have 
been made since its original introduction to this product line. These advancements allowed us to improve the optical design making the 
Spitfire™ smaller, lighter, more streamlined, and creating a better overall product for our customers. We were also able to expand on the 
original 3x offering with a 5x power prism scope, which was something our customers wanted and we introduced a multi-height mounting 
system to allow better mounting customizability, which made this unit much more user friendly. 

WHAT ARE THE TOP USES FOR THIS PRODUCT?
Target shooting, mid-range hunting/shooting.

WHAT IS NEW TO THIS OPTIC VS THE PREVIOUS MODEL?
Ultra-compact and lightweight design, new AR-BDC4 reticle design with bright red illumination for quick holdovers at known distances, new 
exposed turret design for quick adjustments, night vision compatibility, and the new mounting system allows users to mount the optic at the 
height that is right for their application. 

HOW DOES THIS OPTIC STAND UP AGAINST COMPETITIVE MODELS?
The Spitfire™ HD Gen II 3x and 5x prism scopes are among the smallest and lightest prism sights available with an HD optical system. 

WHERE IS THIS UNIT MADE?
China.


